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Seasons Greetings!
As soon as J-Day is over it’s time to start thinking
about the holiday season. Some of you will be out
performing whilst others will just be practising to
get their magic to a great performing standard. I do
hope you all get some magic books, DVDs or tricks
as gifts in the coming weeks. Leave your copy of Secrets lying around and open on the relevant page for
the items you want – draw a circle around it so that
the family know exactly what to buy you!

Photo by Gordon Drayson

Cover Picture:
YMC President Jack Delvin

As you know magic dealer Mark Leveridge sponsors
our annual Close Up competition and donates some
great prizes too. So we were distraught when we
discovered
gremlins,
or
similar
unsavoury
savages,
had
attacked
his
advertisement in the recent issue! We do apologise on bended knee and encourage you to go and read Mark’s current
advertisement this time because you can - it’s on page 21 Mark’s products are unique to him,
you won’t find them anywhere else, and his magical thinking is amazing! When you buy from
Mark you won’t be disappointed!
Of course J-Day was great – read all about it in the centre page pullout souvenir.

By the time you read this the International Weekend in London will be over – but I do hope you
managed to get to some of it. I know that Rene Levand’s show sold out early but I’m sure those
of you who are devoted to card magic will have managed, to beg, borrow or steal a ticket and
thoroughly enjoyed a display from a true Master.
The past year has seen some sad and happy times. We were all deeply affected when Ali Bongo
died so unexpectedly but his name and his enthusiasm continue to filter through everything that
we do at YMC. The year brought us a new Young Magician of the Year and some of our current and past YMC members absolutely shone at the IBM convention in September where we
held a successful junior workshop. We did the same at Bristol Day of Magic too – another great
workshop with top names coming in to run the session.
So now we look forward to Blackpool and all the fun of the largest convention of the year! See
page 4 for details and see you there!
Now all that remains is for me to wish you, on behalf of the YMC Team, all the very best
for the holidays and a very magical 2010! Have fun!

STOP PRESS!!

For this years FREE holiday gift from YMC and Magic
Books by Post see the leaflet enclosed with this magazine
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ARTURO BRACHETTI – CHANGE
The world’s most famous costume change artiste,
Arturo Brachetti, is starring in his one- man show
in London this winter. An incredible spectacle of
change and magic, Arturo has toured the world and
was featured in the 1980s TV series ‘Best of Magic’.
This show is lively, entertaining and very different.
Arturo is performing at the Garrick Theatre,
London and tickets are available until the
beginning of January from

www.londontheatredirect.co.uk
Two
very
special events planned for next year’s
convention are ‘An Audience with Wayne Dobson’
presented by Michael J Fitch and ‘An Audience with
the Illusionists’ featuring Rafael (photo), Russ Stevens and Franz Harary. The impressive line-up for the
weekend also includes:Henry Evans, Levent, David
Williamson, Andy Nyman, Mr. Tango, Juan Mayoral,
Ed Ellis, Mario Morriss, Yigal Mesika, Mark Mason,
Shoot Ogawa, David Kaplan, Banachek, David &
Dania, John Bannon, Oscar Munoz, Jimmy Carlo, Pat
Fallon, Quentin Reynolds, David Penn, Mark Mason,
Ed Ellis, Oscar Munoz, Harry Robson Andy Nyman,
Han Seol Hui, The Great Kaplan, Clive Webb &
Danny Adams, Huan Zheng, Yo Kato and the
irrepressible Ken Dodd (from Knotty Ash!) - plus over
125 dealers from all over the world demonstrating
all the latest miracles that you know you can’t live
without.
Visit www.blackpoolmagic.com to download a
registration form. 19th - 21st February, 2010,
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Arturo Brachetti

YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2010
16th January
17th April
17th July
13th November

13th February
22nd May
18th September

20th March
26th June
24th October
(Sunday J-Day)

Workshop fee £5.00. As always workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at The Magic Circle HQ
(address on page three). Please be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks and crisps will be provided free), a deck of cards,
notebook and a pen as minimum requirements for the day. Please note: you must register in advance each time.
Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk
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Across the country there are
pantomimes with magicians
taking prominent roles:
Aladdin will be performed at The
Civic Theatre, Darlington with Max
Somerset headlining as the villainous Abanazar. So if you weren’t
able to be at J-Day then take this
opportunity to see him there and, if you get the
chance, tell him you are a member of YMC!
Aladdin runs from Saturday 5 December 2009
to Sunday 17 January 2010. Tickets can
be booked on 01325 486 55? or online www.
darlingtonarts.co.uk.

Another graduate of YMC is workingJoeinTraci
Crawni
ley and that is Joe Tracini
who is playing Buttons in
Cinderella. Joe won the
Ken Dodd Cup for Comedy
at Blackpool whilst he was
still a member of YMC and
has since graduated from
theatre college to be a
successful actor.
Cinderella runs at Crawley’s Hawth Theatre from 12
December 2009 to 3 January
2010. Tickets can be booked
on 01293 553 636 or online
at www.hawth.co.uk.

Two YMC graduates are also appearing in panto!
Jonathan Shotton is
delighted to announce
he will be appearing at
The Richmond Theatre
this Christmas in Snow
White and the Seven
Dwarfs. Jonathan will
be playing The Wicked
Queen’s Magician alongside a star studded
pantomime cast - including comedian Tim Vine who
is a great friend of magical funny man John Archer.
Tim and John have a history of writing some great
comedy together.
The show runs from 4th December 2009 - 10th
January 2010 and you can book on: 0870 060
6651 or or visit www.ambassadortickets.com/
richmond

Jacksons Lane Arts Theatre
in Highgate North London
presents Cinderella - a
sparkling new adaptation with magic and circus, featuring magician Christian Lee. So
expect floating tables, breathtaking stunts,
disappearing acts and a mystical mouse all wrapped
up with a sprinkling of magic in
this colourful, funny, festive-filled
show for all the family.
Tickets £9.50 - £12.50 Jacksons Lane 269a Archway Road
Highgate, London, N6 5AA,
Tel: 020 8340 5226
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Christian Lee

by Ian Adair
WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:

IT’S IN THE BAG
An effect with your Stripper Deck!

One of the very first faked decks I owned was the
classic ‘Stripper Deck’, also known as the ‘Wizard
Deck’. This deck of gaffed cards is often featured in
toy magic sets or demonstrated by market traders.
The deck is tapered so when one card is removed
and replaced later it can be ‘stripped’ out. I bet most
readers own such a deck and, if not, these are easy
to find and inexpensive.

EFFECT:
A spectator selects a card from a well shuffled
deck. This is replaced, the deck being handed to the
spectator for another shuffle. The deck is inserted
into a tumbler from where it protrudes. An empty
examined cloth bag is draped over both deck and
tumbler. The performer states that the pack of cards
gets up to lots of tricks in the dark! The cloth bag
is removed and the deck is handed to the spectator
who is asked to look for his selected card. Fanning
through the entire deck he finds that it is missing
but, when asked to look inside the cloth bag, the
spectator finds his chosen card.

APPARATUS:
A Stripper Deck: When squared up all the cards are
tapered towards one end. When a card is removed,
and the performer casually reverses the deck end for
end, the replaced chosen card can easily be located.
Passing the fingers over the side of the deck makes
it possible for the card to be ‘stripped’ out.
A clear plastic or glass tumbler with sloping
sides.
A small cloth bag: You may have something like
this around – if not, it can easily be made. Make
sure it is opaque.

Almost self-explanatory. Fan the deck and get a
spectator to select a card. Whilst it is being shown
around, turn the deck end for end. Get the
spectator to replace the card somewhere in the
deck and hand this to him for a shuffle (must be an
overhand shuffle so don’t give it to another
magician!)
Place the deck upright inside the tumbler. Because
the tumbler slopes towards its base the deck
will jam in and be secured.
The top of the deck will
also protrude, not reach
to the bottom.
After another spectator examines the empty
bag, take it and use it as
a cover by draping it over
the deck in the tumbler.
As you make a magical gesture state that things
go bump in the night (or in the dark) and that
something strange could be happening inside the
tumbler.
As you whip away the cloth bag, finger and thumb
pressed against the sides of the deck will ‘strip’ out
the chosen card. When the bag is finally lifted up
and removed, the chosen card is inside it but your
audience don’t know this. Lay the bag flat on the
table and ask the spectator to find the chosen card.
When it is found to be missing ask the spectator to
take the bag and open it – to find the missing card!
NOTE: as an extra feature, using self-adhesive spots
of different colours, you could ask the spectator to
select one and stick it to the surface of the chosen
card. This would mean that the missing card can
definitely be proved to be the same card that was
chosen at the beginning. Afterward the peel-off spot
can be removed so as not to damage your deck.
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❄

❅
MAGICAL
GIFTS
❆

Your editor decided to
ask a dozen people,
all well known to YMC
members, what their favourite magical
gift had ever been and there were some
surprising answers...

JACK DELVIN – President of YMC:
“I had just got started into magic,
having been shown the Imp
Bottle Trick, when to my delight
I was given an Ernest Sewell Box
of Tricks for Christmas.
I was six years old at the
time and still remember
the pleasure I got from
performing some of its wonders such as the Coin in
the Ball of Wool and the Rattle Box Coin Vanish.”

“I was given a tremendous gift by
Gordon Drayson. It’s a
computerized ID system which
not only tells me who’s calling
me, before I answer the phone,
but also gives me all the details
such as their last conversation
with me, whether or not they
have booked me before and, if not, why not! There
are 6000 entries and each person who calls me finds
my instant knowledge of them quite magical!”

STEPHEN KENNARD – Treasurer of
“More of an event than an actual gift as my love of magic, and
certainly my earliest memories
of magic, are all associated with
Christmas. Each year my father
would order a box of tricks from
Ellisdons who, at the time, mar-

keted themselves as “The Largest Mail-Order House
for Novelties in The World” - sadly they are long
gone. In the run up to Christmas my father would
practise these tricks and then baffle us all after
lunch. Thanks dad.”

KEVIN DOIG – Workshop

Deputy for YMC

“Best magical gift was my first
Magic set at the age of about
eight. A “Peter Pan Playthings”
set, it became dog-eared from so
much use and I did endless shows
for my family. It soon became evident that I wanted
to perform!
Not linked to the magic world, but certainly magical
for me, was my first grown up bicycle. It became
the most used possession for many years as my best
friend and I cycled off together after school and at
weekends. During school holidays we would set out
in the morning and not be seen again until teatime.

STEVE DELA – Workshop Team
Member:

CLIVE HYAMS – Secretary of YMC:

YMC:

❅

“Christmas 1991 I was given my
first ever magic set! I had an interest in magic before this thanks to
my uncle who had taught me the
‘French Drop’ coin vanish. I was
just four years old and that was
the beginning of a wonderful life
in magic.
As a side note, magic is a hard career to fulfill so it
is always worth keeping up with your school work.
You need a back-up living should it not go to plan.
Enjoy Xmas and don’t forget to bring any new magic
tricks in to show us at the next workshop.

BELLINDA STEWART – Workshop Team

Member:

For me it’s the Magic Colouring
Book. It has been a very big hit for
my audiences - young and old! I was
in a performing arts group, doing
Aladdin. I played the evil uncle and
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❆ THAT❅WE TREASURE ❄
was able to incorporate the Magic Colouring Book
into a scene. The audience was in fits of laughter as
I used a pastry brush to ‘collect’ colours from them,
all the time keeping in character.

is no doubt that the different characters inspired
my career.”

DUNCAN TRILLO – Owner of

www.magicweek.co.uk:

KATHERINE RHODES –

Workshop Team Member:

As I make or buy all my own props
my most magical gift is slightly different from what you’d expect. It
is, in fact, my two young nephews
who have a love of magic and joy
for life only found in the young.
They give me hope that the future
of our craft and, indeed, our world, is safe. You
were probably expecting something humorous from
me and not something quite so heavy! Well, just to
address the balance, I’m pretty fond of my Muppet
socks and TARDIS money box I got last year too!

PAUL DANIELS –

who needs no introduction:
“To be honest I don’t think that
I have ever received a Christmas
gift that was magical - other than
the news that my television magic
show had knocked Morecambe
and Wise off the top of the Christmas ratings for
the first time ever - that was a wow moment!
“But the most magical gift ever has to be that given
to me by Irish magician Quentin Reynolds. The gift
was a pair of ornate Brahma Rice Bowls. What made
them so very special was that they were made, to
special order, in the Middle East for Robert Harbin.
I found it so hard to accept them because they were
unique, but apparently they were a ‘thank you’
for some advice I had given about the career of a
children’s entertainer - a very special gift indeed.”

This might be corny but my most magical gift was
spending time with the great
Richard Ross until 5 a.m after a
convention. We talked about my
act and he gave me the greatest piece of advice – slow down!
That was invaluable. Richard was
one of the world’s top silent performers who died at an early age.

FAY PRESTO – The UK’s most popular close

up magician:

“The most magical Christmas gift you could give
the average working professional
is a couple of extra hours in bed. It
is usually one of the most intense
periods of work in the year. People ask ‘What are you doing for
Christmas?’ The answer is usually,
‘Sleeping!’
This year because of the credit crunch things are
not very busy, so What do I want for Christmas this
year? MORE BOOKINGS!”

RICHARD PINNER - Top close up and
stage magician:

“I was given Rice’s Encyclopaedia of Silk Magic, all
three volumes, one Christmas and
I read every word – but not all on
that day!”

ARTURO BRACHETTI - The world re-

nowned quick-change artiste:

“When I was a six-year old I was
given a puppet theatre for Christmas. I loved it so much I played
with it for years and years. There
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Chris Capehart

CLOSE-UP WINNER

Michael Jordan

Thomas Dodson
with the President

Duncan trillo

Brian Sibley

STAGE WINNER

YMOTY 2009

Interviewing Max Somerset

Jamie Longcake
with the President

J-DAY
2009

Max Somerset

Sunday 1st November 2009, 10 am, and finally the doors opened for J-Day once again. The
crowds rushed through the doors and straight up to the Devant room to view the wonderful choice
of magic available from the Dealers (Kaymar Magic, Magic Cave and Magic Books by Post).
Half an hour later the theatre was full as the fun officially began. Mandy Davis welcomed everyone
before Keith Churcher (the founder of J-Day) took to the stage to present YMC with a mascot for
the day – a cute little knitted magician, now named Richard in memory of Richard Stupple who
started our club in 1996.
The eagerly awaited lecture was given by Chris Capehart, a popular American magician. Chris
worked the streets very successfully for fifteen years and he shared many extremely useful tips
on how to do this. His tips included keeping tricks quick and fast to catch people, making people
notice you by standing on something to raise you up, and making sure your magic engages
everyone. He performed several slick card tricks and a funny coin trick where he appeared to
put a coin in his pocket but always had six left. My favourite however was his version of the Miser’s Dream where the coins ‘fell’ out of a spectator’s ears - and where children in the audience
apparently wouldn’t stop throwing coins into the bucket. Chris’ lecture had a great mix of comedy,
skill and performance techniques which I’m sure the audience found very amusing and useful.
Chris Capehart
Lecture, with the
help of a new
member of YMC

Chris Capehart
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Chris Capehart
was fun and
informative.

Jordan Gregory

Kevin Doig

Daniel Burr

J-D
20
After a short break, and another chance
to visit the dealers, the finals of the
close-up competition began. The first act
was Daniel Burr who performed a variety of tricks including a haunted key, a
vanishing pen and Jay Sankey’s In a
Flash. It was great to see something
other than card tricks in the competition.

Jordan Gregory presented a series of
card tricks with them moving invisibly
from one pile to another, magically
sorting them out from a mixed up pile to
one where only the chosen card was left
face up, a double prediction, and finally
another chosen card was found trapped
between two others. Jordan performed
very calmly and confidently.

Jamie Longcake performed a trick about
the Aces being thieves, escaping the
police as they magically moved from
pile to pile one at a time, and eventually
vanished all together. He ended the
routine by spelling out chosen cards and
ending up on each Ace. Jamie’s funny,
confident personality really showed
through well in his act.

Kevin McLoughlin showed his versions
of Twisted Sisters and Guaranteed, followed by white Bikes. To finish he printed
his prediction of the three cards chosen in
Guaranteed using Blank. Kevin appeared
very relaxed and his act was very skilfully
and clearly presented.
Joe Strickland magically found the
four Jacks, turned a bad poker hand
into a very good one (and back again),
transformed the Jacks into Aces, invisibly
palmed cards from his hand to the table
and ended in a coin matrix where the

cards switched too. Joe’s act was skilful
and well thought out.

Jack Vogler performed Colour Monte
humorously ending in a ‘you owe me’
card, Hot Rod and a card trick in which
the chosen card matched his prediction which had been in constant view.
Even though he was the youngest in the
competition, Jack was really charming
and confident.

Jamie Longcake

Last year’s winner Carl Scutt reprised his
act including his routine where he took
out four cards to reveal a chosen card
(although all four were the chosen card).
He also showed his reproducing cards
routine.

Kevin McLouglin

Joe Strickland

Jack Vogler

After lunch was the stage competition,
hosted by Kevin Doig. First on was Tom
Wallace, who performed a very good
flying cigar which floated up to his
mouth. He produced several items
including roses, a bottle with liquid and
some fans. He performed a rope trick
and Miser’s Dream, finishing up with a
snowstorm whilst levitating on a magic
carpet. His act was very mystical and
original.
Jonathan Bray showed a large range
of tricks including Dream Bags, a dancing cane, a colour changing D’lite
routine and an eight foot wand production. Jonathan performed with great
enthusiasm and confidence, with a clear
improvement since the heats.
Nick Lee presented a comedy date
themed act with a male audience
member as his ‘girlfriend’. He produced
Patrick Gibson

Carl Scutt
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Tom Anderson

Tom Wallace

(right)

DAY
09
Max Somerset

many items from his ‘Date-o-matic’ box,
a bottle of champagne from some silks
and a cake in a dove pan. All his tricks
linked closely to his theme, and he
performed in a unique and comical way.

enthusiasm as always. I’m sure the
stage crew were glad to see he used
considerably less confetti this time!

Thomas Dodson performed a classical
style act in a modern way. He produced
parasols and silks, did some great billiard ball manipulations and a rings routine. His act was very elegant and his
engaging
personality
showed
throughout his act.

Ed Hilsum

Patrick Gibson took the audience to
his granddad’s basement to see him
perform the Dancing Butterflies, some
funny mind control and mentalist tricks
(whilst wearing a very silly hat) and a
very magical transportation of water
from a tube of newspaper to a glass.
Paddy’s act was very funny and original.

Jonathan Bray

Daniel Shears demonstrated some
excellent facial expressions and acting
during his act, which included a Torch to
Rose, freaky moving amputated hand,
Zombie ball, twisting head illusion and
Linking Rings.
Tom Anderson comically escaped
repeatedly from chains, pinned a
spectator’s chosen card to a dart board
by throwing the dart through the cards
in the air, and closed by revealing his
prediction of another card (chosen at
the start) on a DVD. Tom was confident,
funny and clear in his act.

Nick Lee

Thomas Dodson

Brian Sibley

Last year’s winner Edward Hilsum – “Mr
widest biggest smile” – reprised his
very polished Dove act with the same

Daniel Shears
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After another short break Brian Sibley
interviewed Max Somerset. Max talked
about the Sorcerer’s Apprentice show,
his influences as a young boy and the
importance of creating a persona which
suits you. Max’s persona is traditional
on the outside but strange and quirky
on the inside. He describes himself as
an ‘unusualist’. He also gave us an insight into how he starts to create his
numerous innovative tricks, explaining
his theory of creating an internal logic
for the audience to buy into. Max then
talked about the pressures of TV magic,
such as having to learn tricks extremely
quickly. The audience got the chance
to ask questions, discovering that his
favourite trick is ‘Max Somerset’s Big
Band Production’ and his favourite big
stunt is a routine involving going apple
bobbing and his head being cut off in a
guillotine!
Next up was the long awaited awards
ceremony. In the Mark Leveridge CloseUp Competition, the winner was Jamie
Longcake; 2nd Joe Strickland and 3rd
Kevin McLoughlin. The winner of the
Home Counties Stage Competition was
Thomas Dodson, 2nd Patrick Gibson and
3rd Daniel Shears. The Kaymar Komedy
Cup was awarded to Jamie Longcake,
the YMC Member of the Year was Thomas Dodson and Patrick Gibson won the
Pete McCahon Originality Award. Presentations were also made to Tracey and
the catering team of Dawn Miller, Christine Knowles-Bacon and Steve Bacon.
Max
Somerset

Chris Capehart performing with Sonny P

Neil Henry

YMOTY ‘09
Michael
Jordan

Chris
Capehart
performs
‘Floating
Table’

Max Somerset

To end an amazing day of magic came
the spectacular Gala Show, compered
by Neil Henry. Michael Jordan showed
his YMOTY winning act, including his
beautiful renditions of Pavel’s Walking
Knot and a snowstorm. Chris Capehart
performed a witty card trick where the
prediction changed to match the chosen
card, an escape from thumb cuffs and
a brilliant floating table. Duncan Trillo
showed some card manipulations (which
had wonderful musicality), a smooth
linking rings routine and a cute dancing
hanky. The grand finale came from Max
Somerset who performed his ‘Human
Fruit Machine’, dressing three audience
members with drums and funny hats to
resemble the machine. He revealed their
freely chosen fruits by opening each
drum to allow the fruit to cascade out
and cover the stage.

Chris
Capehart
performs
with help from
a volunteer.

Max Somerset

J-day 2009 was an amazing day and everyone went home smiling, looking forward to next year!

Words: Megan Knowles-Bacon
Pictures: Mandy Davis
& David Weeks
Building the ‘Human Fruit Machine’

Human Fruit Machine - Ready for action!

Megan
Knowles-Bacon
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Liam Black
What Kind Of Magic Do You Enjoy The Most?
Manipulation.
What do you like most about Secrets?
The puzzles.
Favourite magic DVD?
Eddy Ray card manipulation.
Strongest non-magical performing influences?
Charles Chaplin and the Keystone Cops!

Age? 13.
Current Home? Fife, Scotland.

Strongest magical influences? Cardini.
Joined The Young Magicians Club?
Exactly one year ago.

What is your favourite magic on TV? Max Magic.

Hobbies apart from Magic?
None but you could say I am a 1920s / 1930s
enthusiast, that is why my act is set in those times.
Favourite magic book?
The Tarbell Course by Harlem Tarbell - there were
only six voulumes ever made but when he died there
were two more published so there are eight in total.
Favourite Non-Magic Book?
I quite like Doctor Seuss because it is grown up but I
can’t read novels because I’m dyslexic.
Favourite Film?
The Prestige because it’s set in the times I love and it
has the old magic of the music halls plus a murder. I
give this film five stars!
Favourite Magicians? Cardini, The Suave Deceiver.
I have based my silent manipulation act around him
and produce cards ,billiard balls ,canes ,candles,
bottles, silks and top hats. Also Lance Burton - I own
a replica tail suit that was tailored for me to look
exactly the same as his. I also love Jack Hughes.

Which magician would you most like to be and
why?
Cardini because he grew up in the 1930s and he was
an expert manipulator.
If you had your own TV chat show and could
interview any three people - real or fictitious,
dead or alive - who would they be?
Cardini, Charlie Chaplin and The Great Lafayette
because they were so awesome at their craft.
Top tip for getting into magic?
Don’t go in too many directions; find a magic that
you like and study and build your craft to be the best
in your field of magic.
Some people you would like to thank in magic
for either their help or encouragement?
Len Sharp, Jon O’Donnell, Adrian Harris , Mel Harvey,
Dean Spruce and Allen Tipton; my family and Jimmy
Craig for when I was eight I saw him and that started
my magical life as a illusionist!
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Magic: The Complete Course - by Joshua Jay
❚ Reviewed by Matt Field

★★

The talented and energetic Joshua Jay is a serious student of magic and
Practice required
an excellent sleight-of-hand artiste. I’ve known him for about
ten years; it has been a real pleasure to see him grow up
Book plus D
into a successful performer, magic lecturer and now a magic
VD available
from www.a
publisher (with his pal, past YMC member Andi Gladwin).
mazon.co.u
The book is a compendium of tricks, beginner’s moves, a bit
k@
£8.14 plus u
sual postage
of the philosophy and the do’s and don’ts of magic all aimed
at teenagers and older. Josh avoids the old-school, stuffy
Value for mo
approach and dated material in many previous instructional
ney? 10
/10
texts. His style is breezy, bright and shows that magic can
be cool.
There are many tricks with cards but also plenty of
others using coins, matches, even the Linking Rings plus
some with standard gaffed decks etc. The explanations
are clear, with colour photos throughout, but there is an
accompanying two-hour DVD included with many of
the items performed and explained by Joshua.
All in all this is a magnificent set, perfect for young people and very highly recommended.

iChange Project - Peter Nardi
❚ Reviewed by Stephen Kennard MMC

10/10 Amaze yo
ur friends?

Worth the p
ractice?

★★

10/10

❅ ❄

Practice required

i is for interchange and you receive an explanatory DVD together with four specially printed
red-backed Bicycle poker size cards and, with the addition of your own ungimmicked cards, you can
present a very clean transposition of Kings and Aces. The effect is clear and direct.
If you do not wear a jacket with two side pockets, and an inside pocket on each side, you are going
to have to rework this as cards are placed in them only to magically swap places with those in your
hands.

micks
DVD plus gim
m
available fro
k
mmagic.co.u
www.alkaza
lus postage.
@ £19.99 p
ney?
Value for mo d
(A bit pricey
gaff cards)

7/10

6/10

for 4 printe

Given that you use these perfectly printed gimmicked cards with
your own cards, you will have to be aware that as the cards get
worn either you replace your own cards or the gimmicked cards
to avoid any discrepancy of appearance.
You will need to be able to do a half-pass (explained) but this requires very good audience
management and mis-direction, which is harder than simply doing the move, “while you
patter to the audience”. Alternatives are given but are just as ‘risky’ of detection unless done
with perfect timing.

You will be able to do the main effect with any audience who might want to examine the
cards at the end. A well-timed piece of palming done on the off-beat leaves you clean at the
nds? end. Some of the other effects do not leave you clean so keep away from cynical school mates
ie
fr
r
u
yo
e
z
Ama
who may be challenging!

ractice?
Worth the p
ting
time perfec
(Spend your
of hand)
pure sleight

6/10

Other effects include the use of the Jordan Count, Elmsley Count and an ending to a Collectors routine. (not explained, so back to the library to look these up). Although easier than
pure sleight of hand, this is still needing more practice than you may at first think, to be
convincing.
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❄

❅

❅

❆ ❄

things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense) - or put on your wish list!

Chambers Card Tricks - by Peter Eldin

❅

❚ Reviewed by Joe Stone

This book, aimed at the general public, contains descriptions of around twenty-five basic to intermediate
sleights and moves, and one hundred card tricks using those moves. The book is very well written, the
descriptions of the sleights and the tricks are clear and unusually easy to understand for a magic book.
In terms of the content, the one hundred tricks cover all areas of card
magic, from simple locations to mentalism and gambling demonstrak available tions. More importantly, the sleights covered include some more ado
o
b
k
c
a
b
ft
So
k
mazon.co.u
vanced moves such a crimps and palming, allowing the variety of the
from www.a
age tricks to go beyond the self-working. The book itself is a very high
st
o
p
l
a
su
u
@ £4.19 +
quality printing, with lovely illustrations, printed in black and red –
this makes the pictures very easy to understand - and very nice to
ney?
Value for mo
look at. There is a helpful index of tricks by skill level; however as
this is aimed at the public, there is nothing that would be too taxfriends? ing for even a beginner card magician.
r
u
yo
e
z
a
m
A

10/10

8/10

ractice?
Worth the p

This book is highly recommended to any magician wanting to start in card magic but,
8/10 considering the price, it would seem to be a good value purchase for anyone – less than
a fiver for so many tricks in a well written and attractive book is the kind of bargain that
one rarely finds when shopping for magic.

Cable Tie Thumb Tie

By Ian Adair

❚ Reviewed by RICHARD PINNER MIMC
The Thumb Tie is a classic and a lot of good methods for the
tie exist.
There are some problems with this method - If you want to get
a member of your audience to tie you up then it would need
to be someone unfamiliar with cable ties. You can’t have
your thumbs examined whilst tied or afterwards. I would say
that these two things should have been fixed before it went
to market. I think they are gambling that you won’t be too
disappointed that you spent £6.00 on an effect you can’t
perform.

Full colour folded A4 sheet
and some cable ties
available from www.themagicattic.co.uk
@ £6.00 plus 99p postage
Value for money?

0/10

3/10

Amaze your friends?

Worth the practice?

N/A

Whilst Ian Adair may be the first person to sell this idea he
is certainly not the first to discover it. If you have played
around with cable ties for a short time, trying to work out how you
might escape, then you will have found out the method in this pack.
I’m sorry not to have anything to recommend about this product. If you want to learn about Thumb Ties then you should get Tarbell
Volume 4 or The Dai Vernon Book of Magic by Lewis Ganson. The packaging says this is an award winning effect - it fails to say which
award.

MAGIC BOOKS BY POST SPECIAL OFFER!!

We have a unique offer for YMC members:

If you buy Tarbell Volume 4 (normally £26.99) at the special price of £19.99 when quoting YMCTAR OR
If you buy Dai Vernon Book of Magic (normally 29.75) at the special price of £19.99 when quoting YMCVER
YOU WILL BE ABLE TO BUY ‘THE GANSON TEACH-IN: TWO IN THE HAND, ONE IN THE POCKET
(as recommended in the October Secrets) for only £3.50 (normally £7.50)
Be sure to quote the codes for these excellent books which should be in EVERY magician’s library!
SEE PAGE 23 FOR FULL CONTACT DETAILS!
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KENTON KNEPPER
card tricks and an escape from a straight jacket with
eating a light bulb. This is followed by a quote from
you about the mind. This quote seems wildly out of
place and jarring - It is not however the fault of the
writer entirely.
The press needs labels, boxes, or hooks in or on
which to hang stories. If you don’t give them your
own hook, they’ll make one up, misquote you, write
scattered and unclear descriptions etc…

My students know I care about them very much.
They also know I do not hand out phony praise
when they ask for my true opinion:
A fine student wrote to me about press coverage
he had received. He also wanted to know if there
was anything he could have said better. The sloppy
press reporting cannot be changed. That is not
something he had a part in naturally - or did he?
Here is my response. I hope it will help you too:

In your case this is very odd as your story mentions
a simple hook on which all else might be supported.
You are a psychology student, interested in the
workings of the mind. So why did the paper not
pick up on this? My bet is because you are not clear
about YOU, within yourself. And this is something
you must be clear about in order for others to understand too.
For decades I have been preaching that your act
must come from the inside out. Your act must grow
out of who you are, rather than defining who you
are.
Because YOUR act is defining who you are, the paper
describes you in scattered and unclear tones. You
are a card trickster, a mental ward straightjacket
escapee and a

Dear Student,
Congratulations on the story! It’s always great when
you get press coverage!
I am honored that you are using my ‘Perfected
Prediction’ and that it helped you get credibility with
the newspaper. Let me know how it all turns out.
Excellent!
Now - we come to the real work and answers to
your questions. I know you are a thoughtful and
willing student, so I will respond as such.
The newspaper and online story are equally about
your props as they are about you. The story lumps
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TRUE OPINIONS OR NOT?
carnival huckster who also
eats light bulbs. What
a mess of imagery that
is! I wouldn’t book that
act, however good, because it’s too confusing
to know what act I am
booking.
Rather than changing
your act, change your
focus. You need to create the YOU the paper
could not find. You need to shift
away from the props describing you. You need to
define yourself clearly and then relate the props
to that definition of yourself. Then the press can
accurately and excitedly speak about you in tones
readers can follow. Right now all I read from this
newspaper article is that you are a schoolboy doing
tricks. Is that how you want others to view you?
If you talked about your interest in the mind, your
studies, then you can relate your props to yourself
as you explain the type of performing you do. Cards
are Jungian symbolism. You can watch for “tells” or
personal twitches people make to find cards. You
use the illusion of reality in the mind to create your
illusions based on faulty human perception.
You may talk about how studies show that the
senses are not reliable, and this allows you to create
illusions. You might talk about how long practice
with the mind allows you to do super-human things
such as eating light bulbs the way some East Indian
Masters do.
You might say that escaping from a straight jacket is
difficult when the mind is not functioning properly,
and thus it has been used as a restraining device in
mental asylums. When the mind is functioning normally however, it may be trained to problem-solve at
an incredible rate. This is how you can escape from
a straightjacket.

You might say that some believe
a well-trained mind can extend
out past typical boundaries of
time and space, and perhaps
even get a glimpse into the future. This allows for predictions
and mind reading.
In my experience that when the
press makes a misstatement
about me it is usually due to an
overly expanded notion of who
I am. They see me as some sort
of mystic and so they try to relate
that fact to their own slim experiences of such personalities. This means I am asked in
interviews to do things such as change the weather,
heal someone, make predictions about famous people or help someone to be more “lucky” in some
way. None of this distracts from my performances
or me - even if all I am doing is tricks with cards later
that evening!
The props are not the story anymore - I AM.
So remember: YOU are the bottom line. YOU are
what your act should be built upon. YOU are what
the press should be fascinated with, not the tricks,
and the press will report accordingly. It is up to us
to furnish them with the frame so that they arrange
the puzzle pieces the way we intend.
Regards
Kenton
I hope this helps give you a more firm foundation
in the future. Don’t worry about trying to incorporate all of this overnight. But do move towards this
and I think it will serve you well. Begin to make
the shift now, without interfering with the current
shows you are doing. Use each show as a slight
step towards your new direction, so you and your
audience can make this transition easily.
But don’t delay or put off defining yourself, and
then what you do. After all you want to be ready
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❄
❄

❄

PUZZLE PIZZA
ADD YOUR OWN TOPPING BY SENDING IN YOUR PUZZLES!

❄

We have a super competition this month! YMC member
Jack Romero has produced this for us – and not only that
but he’s included a prize too! However as it is the holiday
season we are adding something extra – a signed copy of
Peter Eldin’s new book ‘Chambers Card Tricks’ as reviewed
in this very magazine…

❄

Email your answers to me at the usual address and
mark it December competition – to arrive no later than
31st January 2010.
THE LMOP MAGICAL PUZZLE - Which stands for...

LIST OF MAGICIANS OBVIOUS PROPS
Fill in the
missing
gaps and
find the 18
Magical
Props as
fast as you
can!
Good Luck!

Dennis Patten’s Puzzle Solution
Secrets October ‘09

❄
SOLUTIONS

Riddle solution by Jack Kleeman.

STABLE (As a whole), Table (Behead me once), Able (Behead me twice), Stable (Wholly restore me)

Blackpool Convention Competition - Answers on page 4.
I said there would be a prize going to everyone who sent in a winning entry. Normally we only get four or five replies
but this time there were NINE! So the following people will all receive something in the post very soon…
JACK TAPERELL • JACK TAYLOR • THOMAS TAYLOR • ALEX PROUD • JOE HIGGINS
JACK VOGLER • GARROD MCHALE-DILL • ED HILSUM • THOMAS MCKELVY

❄

But it’s still not enough people entering the competitions when we have 500 members across the whole world! Where
are you all? As magicians you should be enjoying any kind of puzzles – so come on and start sending in your entries….
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The Kaymar Magic Company
Quality Affordable Magic

10% Discount to Young Magician
Club Members
The New Kaymar Catalogue
is now available Only £3-00
(includes £3-00 discount voucher off future purchases)

Visit our Web site www.kaymarmagic.com
or visit our magic studio at :

The Kaymar Magic Company Ltd
Unit 3, 108 Croft Road,
Nuneaton, Warwickshire. CV10 7DN
02476 353904
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VISIT THE MACIC CAVE
EVERYDAY
IN COVENT GARDEN

10% DISCOUNT
WITH THIS AD OR GO
ONLINE AT
www.magiccave.co.uk
PRACTICAL MAGIC

They sell items to childrenÕ s entertainers donÕ t they?
Yes, we do, but did you know we also have a huge range of
magical accessories: ﬂash products (if your over 16), silks
(12 solid colours and numerous picture silks), rope (we sell
thousands of metres every year) and sponge items (most colours, most sizes)? Did you also know that we stock a
wide range of stage products and that we manufacture
items such as Ali BongoÕ s wonderful Ô Silk to RoseÕ ?
And have you looked at our online video demonstrations?

Time to take a fresh look at:

www.practical-magic.com
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